MRR from $29,000 to $210,000

ARR from $347,000 to $2,500,000

We launched STRETCHIT in 2016 and until 2021 we had only been using our internal resources
for marketing. We didn’t have any external funding so we were using our revenues to pay for ad
traffic. Union Apps publishing reached out to us in October 2021 and offered to take over our
marketing to accelerate STRETCHIT growth.
 Together with Union Apps we’ve increased the
number of our paid active users by 500%. Union Apps team is fully engaged in our advertising
and marketing. They also advise us on product development. They help us implement and
improve the app’s analytics, secure featuring on the App Store, and generate ideas to increase
conversion rates. They run our user acquisition campaigns and influencer marketing activities,
ASO, and ASA. Union Apps also provides additional financing to cover our costs until we achieve
projected ROI. 
 We love working with Union Apps and will definitely continue to do so. We are
grateful for the high quality of their service and are excited to see exponential growth 

of our profits.

—CEO/Co-founder - Natasha Nikolaeva
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**According to Sensor Tower
STRETCHIT is a direct method for improving flexibility
through goal-oriented video classes. World-class
flexibility instruction, beautiful videos with descriptive
voice cues, flexibility challenges, personalized training
recommendations, progress tracking, and more!

Goals
Become the best app for stretching in the US 

and other Tier 1 countries
Top priority - revenue growth
Preliminary goal - make the economy break even,
become profitable and maintain positive ROI

Strategy

Collaboration between Union Apps and STRETCHIT inc started in November 2021 and lasts till today.
During three months of our collaboration, we managed to deliver 7X growth of ARR.

Setting the SKAN conversion value
For event mapping, we use Appsflyer and a custom mapping scheme, where we pass
trial_started, subscription_started, trial_cancelled, subscription_refunded events. 

The first two events are used for forecasting purposes, the second two are used to evaluate
quality and creatives.
2. Facebook
Facebook is the main source. We have spent over $850k since November with a main focus
1-1-1 structure (one ad campaign - one ad set - one ad), and winning combos then used 

on active ad campaigns.
3. Google
As a target we aimed for the top 20 countries by LTV. Since conversion modeling cannibalizes
traffic from Facebook, we calculate the cannibalization rate and subtract it from the ad
account to get a true CPA.
4. TikTok

TikTok is used for testing purposes, it gives lower CPI and lower CR to trial relative 

to Facebook, all tests run on isolated GEO to evaluate source performance.

5. ASO
The semantic core has been completely redesigned. Competitors were analyzed. 

We regularly update metadata to get the best positions for relevant keywords. Expand 

the GEO, i.e. preparing semantics for European countries, collecting metadata.
6. ASA

Launched ASA in more than 10 countries. Due to the small semantics, user volume is low, 

and users are actively bought by indirect competitors of the Fitness and Yoga categories, 

due to higher bidding rates. The tests are executed through custom pages for TTR, CR files. 

In terms of features, there is a noticeable difference in conversion rate of the App Store page
with and without video clip.

7. Influencer Marketing
We partnered with influencers on Instagram/TikTok/YouTube with Tier1 audiences. 

All campaigns are using onelink URLs both for the app and for the website with a promotional
code. We wrap a promo code into the onelink URL, so it automatically applies to web users
using the mobile app. This helps us determine the performance of each influencer. 

We also use creatives with influencers for advertising on paid sources.
8. Ad creatives
Our creative strategy targeted two types of audiences - a professional audience 

(dancers, athletes) and a general audience that wants to stretch. Therefore, we used different
approaches for each type of audience. Over 700 creatives were made in total.

User Acquisition

Case Study period for Stretchit App: November 2021 - January 2022
GEO: USA, Tier 1
Android, iOS, web

Traffic Sources
+ Influencer marketing

Top performing GEOs

Creatives

We tested dozens of different approaches and produced 700+ new creatives 

for STRETCHIT App.

Results

MRR from $29,000 to $210,000

ARR from $347,000 to $2,500,000
*
300,000 installs
*
11,000 subscriptions

* November 2021 - January 2022

Contact us!
Do you have a mobile app?

We have investments, marketing resources and extensive
expertise in app promotion. You too can increase your profit.


Talk to one of our specialists at Union Apps.
Get started
www.unionapps.com

hello@unionapps.com

